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0 of 0 review helpful Firestorm was a great read This is an interesting concept for a By JM Wilson Firestorm was a 
great read This is an interesting concept for a book series It reminded me of the old movie from the eighties where an 
American aircraft carrier goes through a time warp storm and ends up in World War II In The Final Countdown 1980 
the WWII era Japanese propeller fighters are no match for the modern j BURNING WATERS nbsp Designated 
Supreme Commander of the Allied Forces Matt Reddy must now contend with a new threat the Dominion mdash 
humans whose lust for power matches the Grik But even though the Grand Alliance recognizes the danger of the 
Dominion it must deal with the land based Grik first leaving the Imperial navy mdash and USS Walker mdash with 
little assistance As war rages more Japanese ships come through the time space mael com An Email Exchange 
Between David Weber and Taylor Anderson author of Firestorm Destroyermen Taylor Anderson Hi David I just now 
literally 
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